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Plan Of the talk

• In the introduction we discuss brief features of the Bardeen black holes.

• We discuss about Bardeen metric for rotating black hole

• We discuss about Novikov and Thorne thin accretion disk model and expression of 
luminosity in the model.

• We discuss about different error estimators

• We about our work methodology to estimate the monopole charge

• We discuss our results and give concluding remarks



Introduction

• General Relativity although a successful theory of gravity is not a complete theory due 
presence of singularities in black hole solutions and due to its classical nature.

• Bardeen black hole solutions arise in modification of Einstein's equation considering non-linear 
electrodynamics.

• These are regular black holes which avoid the GR singularity r=0

• They are characterized by mass, spin and additional dimensionless magnetic monopole charge 
parameter g.

• We can estimate the monopole charge by theoretically calculating the luminosity of black 
holes and comparing it with observed data .

• The goodness of the estimation must be analysed by various error estimators

• A non-zero monopole charge would mean a deviation from GR and also existence monopole 
charge.



The rotating Bardeen Black hole

• In the Boyer-Lindquist coordinates the metric of stationary ,rotating and axially symmetric 
metric is
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• The mass function for Bardeen rotating black hole is

• Curvature invariants for Bardeen black hole are regular at r= 0

B. Carter, Phys.Rev. 174( 1968) 1559-1571
C.Bambi and L. Modesto, Physics Letters B 721 no.4 (2013) 329-334
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• The event horizon of the Bardeen black hole can be evaluated by solving

• Which leads to the equation

• For a given mass and spin of the black hole the monopole charge value is constrained or 
real event horizon radius.



The thin accretion disk model

• The thin accretion disk model proposed by Novikov and Thorne gives the expression 
of the flux for an accretion disk in a stationary axially symmetric spacetime assuming the 
disk to be thin, i.e, at any radial distance the disk height

• The azimuthal velocity is very high compared to radial velocity, which is much higher the 
vertical velocity component ,thus the motion of particles most geodetic, i.e,

• The matter inspirals into black hole due viscous force which gradually increase the inward 
radial velocity.

I. D. Novikov and K. S. Thorne ,in Black Holes ( Les Astres Occulus ), C. Dewitt and B. S. Dewitt, eds., pp. 343-450.(1973)
D. N. Page and K. S. Thorne Astrophys. J. 191 (1974) 499-506
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• The enegy-momentum tensor in thin disk model is given by
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• The expression of flux in thin disk model is given by

• The expression of luminosity is
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• Distribution function is given by

• Gravitational redshift is given by

• The specific energy, angular momentum and angular velocity of accreting particles are

• The luminosity depends on the background spacetime metric as terms in expression of 
flux depend on the metric elements, hence, also depends on the monopole charge .



Different error estimators

• Observed luminosity are represented by

• Error in observed data are represented by

• Theoretical luminosity corresponding to best estimate of monopole charge parameter by

• The Chi-square for a distribution is given by

• The best estimate of monopole charge parameter minimizes the Chi-square
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• The Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency E is given by

• is the average of the observed luminosities

• For best fit value E must be positive and maximum

• The modified Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency is given by

• It is also maximum and positive for the best fit value

J. Nash and J. Sutcliffe, Journal of Hydrology 10 no. 3, (1970) 282 – 290.
D. R. Legates and G. J. McCabe, Water Resources Research 35 no. 1, (1999) 233–241.
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• The index of agreement is given by

• The modified index of agreement is which addresses the oversensitivity of index of 
agreement is given by

• Both the indicators maximize for best fit

P. Krause, D. P. Boyle, and F. Base, Advances in Geosciences 5 (Dec. , 2005) 89–97.
C. J. Willmott, “On the evaluation of model performance in physical geography,” in Spatial statistics and models, pp. 443–460. Springer, 1984.
C. J. Willmott, “On the validation of models,” Physical Geography 2 no. 2, (1981) 184–194



Methodology

• To find the best estimate of the monopole charge parameter we adopt the following 
method

• We constraint the monopole charge parameter g by finding its upper bound for real event 
horizon radius

• We choose a particular value of g within the upper bound and calculate the corresponding 
spin a

• Keeping g and a fixed we vary the accretion rate and for every value accretion rate we 
vary inclination under a suitable range .

• For chosen value of g fixed, we calculate the theoretical luminosity for each combination 
accretion rate, spin and inclination obtained before and record values which best 
reproduce the observed luminosity.

• Then choose another value of g and repeat the procedure.

Indrani Banerjee, Vijay Shersingh Chawan, Bhaswati Mandal, Siddharth Kumar Sahoo, and Soumitra SenGupta, arXiv 2112.05385v2
(2022) ,accepted in PRD in March



Results

• Plot of variation of luminosity for two different 
mass(in solar mass) black holes.

• Accretion rate is 1 solar mass per year and 
cosi=0.8

• For g=0 (black),g=0.3(blue) and g=0.5(red)

• Non-rotating black holes are represented solid 
lines

• Rotating prograde black holes are in dashed 
lines and retrograde black holes are dotted 
lines

• We observe luminosity peaks at higher 
frequency for lower mass black hole in all 
cases

Indrani Banerjee, Vijay Shersingh Chawan, Bhaswati Mandal, Siddharth Kumar Sahoo, and Soumitra SenGupta, arXiv 2112.05385v2
(2022) ,accepted in PRD in March
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• Chi-square analysis on data for 80 Palomar Green Quasars taken from Davis and Laor (2011), shows the
g=0 minimizes the Chi-square .

• The three dashed lines represent different confidence intervals, i.e, 68% (black),90%(blue),99% (magenta).

• We observe irrespective of different choice outer radius of accretion disk Chi-square minimizes at g=0

Indrani Banerjee, Vijay Shersingh Chawan, Bhaswati Mandal, Siddharth Kumar Sahoo, and Soumitra SenGupta, arXiv 2112.05385v2
(2022) ,accepted in PRD in March
S. W. Davis and A. Laor, Astrophys. J.728 (2011) 98, arXiv:1012.3213 [astro-ph]
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• The Nash-Sutcliffe efficiency 
and its modified form both 
maximize in positive values at 
g=0 for two different choices 
of outer accretion disk radii .

• This is consistent with the Chi-
square analysis result

Indrani Banerjee, Vijay Shersingh Chawan, Bhaswati Mandal, Siddharth Kumar Sahoo, and Soumitra SenGupta, arXiv 2112.05385v2
(2022) ,accepted in PRD in March
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• We observe the index of 
agreement and the modified 
index of agreement also 
maximize at g=0 indicating as 
the best fit value for two 
different choices of outer 
accretion disk radii

• This is consistent with the 
previous analysis of Chi-
square, Nash-Sutcliffe 
efficiency and its modified 
form

Indrani Banerjee, Vijay Shersingh Chawan, Bhaswati Mandal, Siddharth Kumar Sahoo, and Soumitra SenGupta, arXiv 2112.05385v2
(2022) ,accepted in PRD in March
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• The table shows theoretically 
calculated spins of quasars for which 
the spin is independent of outer 
accretion radius corresponding to 
the best fit g=0

Indrani Banerjee, Vijay Shersingh Chawan, Bhaswati Mandal, Siddharth Kumar Sahoo, and Soumitra SenGupta, arXiv 2112.05385v2
(2022) ,accepted in PRD in March



Conclusion

• Bardeen black holes are magnetically charged regular black holes which remove GR singularity 
by introduction of magnetic monopole charge

• We can estimate monopole charge of a rotating black hole of a black hole by calculating 
theoretical luminosity of the accretion disk and fitting it with observed, in our case we used the 
thin accretion disk model to calculate theoretical spectrum of luminosity and used it estimate 
the value of average monopole charge parameter 80 Palomar Green quasars reported by Davis 
and Laor (2011)

• The goodness of the estimation must analysed with Chi-square analysis, Nash-Sutcliffe 
efficiency, index of agreement and their modified forms

• In our results we find the Kerr scenario (g=0) is favored for 80 Palomar Green quasars for two 
different choices of outer radius of accretion disk

• The quasars for which the spins are independent outer radius of accretion disk are calculated 
theoretically.


